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Abstract

This paper reviews in brief the principle of distributed amplifier with its classical structure. Alternation to the basic design including the use of π-filtering sections instead of T-sections in gate and drain lines is proposed. The new design method has the advantages of much gain flatness near the cutoff frequency and less inductances at the corners of the amplifier. These are great benefits make the new design to be better than the previous ones especially in modeling the amplifier in integrated circuit technology. The distributed amplifier is used in microwave applications.
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تصميم نظام مضخم توزيعي باستعمال تركيبة - لمقاطع المرشحات
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الخلاصة

يعرض هذا البحث بشكل موجز مبدأ عمل المضخمات التوزيعية في تركيبته التقليدية. اقترح تغيير على التصميم الأساسي بالاعتماد على تركيبة - لمقاطع المرشحات بدلاً من مرشحات - طريقة التصميم الجديدة لها فوائد عديدة أهمها ثباتية في الكسب وخصوصاً قرب الترددات الحرة نهاية حزمة الأمواض وكذلك تقليل عدد المفاعلات عند زوايا المضخم. هذه الميزات تجعل التصميم الجديد أفضل من الطرق القديمة خصوصاً عند تمثيل المضخم في الدوائر المتكاملة. إن المضخم التوزيعي يستخدم في التطبيقات المايكروية.
Introduction

The rapid progress in microwave communication, such as wireless networks and satellite systems, drives the demands for wideband amplifiers with multi-gigahertz bandwidth. Distributed amplifiers (DAs) have always been the best choices for this purpose [1]-[3]. Its concept is based on connecting several transistors in a manner between two artificial transmission lines whereby the input and output parasitic capacitances of the transistors (C_{gs} and C_{ds}) are separated and absorbed into LPF segments of the transmission lines. As a result, the band of operation of the transistors will be infinite and the overall bandwidth of the circuit be the cutoff frequency of the filters. In this way, it is possible to achieve an amplifier with bandwidth greater than that achieved by a simple cascaded amplifier.

Distributed amplifiers nowadays are implemented using monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology [4]-[7]. One of the main challenges in realizing a fully integrated distributed amplifier is creating the high-quality inductors necessary. Also, the value of the integrated circuit inductor depends on its layout [8], therefore it is a big gain if the number and the values of the inductors in the circuits are reduced.

This paper will demonstrate a new design method for distributed amplifiers. The classical structure of the artificial transmission lines which is based on cascaded T-section LPFs and terminated by bisected-\pi m-derived matching network will be replaced by cascading \pi-section LPFs and using bisected-T m-derived network for source and load matching. The goal is to reduce the inductances in the circuit and then to improve the amplifier performance.

Basic Da Structure

Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of a four-stage distributed amplifier. On the input side, inductors L_{g} are placed between the gate-to-source capacitances C_{gs} of the adjacent transistors. On the other side, inductors L_{d} are placed between drain-to-source capacitances. Thus, the familiar lumped-element artificial transmission lines are formed. They can be named as gate and drain lines. The two lines are coupled by the transconductances (g_{m}) of the active devices.

![Fig.1 Basic structure of a 4-stage DA](image_url)

The input signal applied to the input port of the gate line travels down the line to the terminated end (Z_{g}) where it is absorbed. The traveling signal is picked up by the gates of the individual transistor and transferred to the drain line via their transconductances. The signals
on the drain line add in the forward direction as they arrive at the output. The available power gain of the amplifier is given by [2]

\[ G = (g_m)^2 Z_d Z_g n^2 / 4 \]  

(1)

where \( n \) is the number of stages.

The basic topology of the amplifier is based on cascading constant-k, T-section filters on the drain and gate lines with identical characteristic impedances (\( Z_o \)). The bandwidth of the circuit is determined by the cutoff frequency of the filters. If \( L_g = L_d = L \) and \( C_{gs} = C_{ds} = C \) (note: since \( C_{ds} \) is much smaller than \( C_{gs} \), it is necessary to add a parallel capacitance to the drain circuit of each stage), then the bandwidth and the characteristic impedance of the lines are given by

\[ B.W. = 2 / \sqrt{LC} \]  

(2)

\[ Z_o = \sqrt{L/C} \]  

(3)

To achieve an impedance match over a broad range, the bisected-\( \pi \), m-derived section shown in Fig.2 must be used on the four corners of the amplifier circuit. The feature of the m-derived network is to transfer the line impedance into the source and load impedance (\( Z_o \)). The value of \( m=0.6 \) provides near optimal results for this purpose [9].

![Fig.2 Bisected-\( \pi \) m-derived matching network](image)

Such matching network increases the die area and the complexity of overall circuit design and optimization.

New Structure For Das

The image parameter method of the filter design may be applied to the distributed amplifier since it consists of a cascade of identical two-port networks constructing its artificial transmission lines. Conventional distributed amplifiers usually use T-sections as the basic iterative two-port networks in the gate and drain circuits. The reducing of the total number of the inductors or their values is one of the necessary conditions of amplifier implementation and tuning in ICs. Therefore, \( \pi \)-network may also be used for transmission lines in the distributed amplifier design. The new structure of the amplifier is shown in Fig.3. in this circuit, the inductors (\( L_g/2 \)) and (\( L_d/2 \)) at the four terminals of the circuit are omitted. This is the first advantage of the new method.
The only change in the circuit topology is occurred on the passive elements (L and C). These elements have no effect on the gain computation, thus equation (1) can be used to calculate the power gain of the proposed amplifier. On the plus side, equations (2) and (3) can also be used here for B.W. and \( Z_0 \) calculations since the low-pass filter sections in \( T \) and \( \pi \) forms have the same cutoff frequency and characteristic impedance [10].

### B. Image Impedance Matching

The image impedance \( (Z_i) \) of a symmetric two-port network is defined as the impedance looking into port 1 when port 2 is terminated in \( Z_i \) or vice versa [10]. For a lossless \( \pi \)-section LPF as shown in Fig.4, the image impedance is

\[
Z_{i\pi} = \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}} \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_c}\right)^2}
\]  

Thus, for \( \omega \ll \omega_c \) the filter structure has a real image impedance, \( Z_{i\pi} \to \sqrt{L/C} \), which is equal to its characteristic impedance and to the 50\( \Omega \) load/source impedance. But for frequencies near the cutoff, the image impedance is not constant and frequency dependent. Consequently, the lines will not match the load and source impedances which cause a deviation in the ideal behavior of the amplifier.

The bisected-T \( m \)-derived filter section of Fig.5 is a modification of the constant-\( k \) section proposed to overcome this problem.
The image impedance at the input port of this circuit is equal to the image impedance of the line sections $Z_{\pi}$, but at the output port the image impedance is equal to

$$Z_{iT} = Z_o \frac{\sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_c}\right)^2}}{\left[1 - \left(1 - \frac{1}{m^2}\right)\left(\frac{\omega}{\omega_c}\right)^2\right]} \quad (5)$$

where $m$ is a factor can be used to minimize the deviation of $Z_{iT}$ over the passband of the filter and to match the load impedance ($Z_o$). Fig.6 shows the variation of $Z_{iT}$ with frequency for several values of $m$. As evident from the figures, the value of $m=1.7$ gives the best results.

The bisected-T $m$-derived filter section is better than bisected-$\pi$ $m$-derived filter since it takes up less layout area due to the use of just one inductor. This is another advantage for the new amplifier. The performance of the design method is validated through the following example.
Using topologies based on T and π-filtering, two four-stage DAs have been designed for 14dB gain and 10GHz bandwidth. The inductance and capacitance values of the constant-k filter section in both circuits are \( L=1.6nH \) and \( C=0.636pF \). The elements of the bisected-π matching network in the first circuit are \( (L_1=0.48nH, L_2=0.53nH, \text{ and } C=0.2pF) \), while the elements of the bisected-T network in the second circuit are \( (L=0.47nH, C_1=0.35pF, \text{ and } C_2=0.18pF) \). The transconductance value of the transistors in both circuits is \( (g_m=0.05 \ \Omega^{-1}) \). The characteristic impedance (\( Z_0 \)) for the circuits is 50Ω. The schematic DAs were simulated using Microwave Office software and the S-parameter results of the two circuits are given in Fig.7 and Fig.8. The simulations are down without optimization process. It is clear that the gain response \( (S_{21}) \) is more flatted and the input/output return loss \( (S_{11} \text{ and } S_{22}) \) are reduced and improved by using the new π-filtering method especially near the cutoff frequency.

![Fig.7 S-parameters of the DA based T-filtering](image1)

![Fig.8 S-parameters of the DA based π-filtering](image2)
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Conclusion
This paper demonstrated that \( \pi \)-filtering structure can be used in distributed amplifiers instead of T-structure to eliminate some of their inductors and to improve the circuit performance in less layout space. Schematic amplifiers based on T and \( \pi \)-filtering sections have been designed and simulated. Simulation results verified the proposed design method.
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